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Kiber 3: the third generation of all-in-one AR solutions 
at ADIPEC, 15-18 November 2021 in Abu Dhabi. 
A special showcase on Kiber’s latest flexible AR technology solution for workforce 

empowerment in daily industrial operations that require instant expertise and remote 

collaboration.  

15.10.2021 

From November 15th to the 18th over 100,000 visitors are expected to attend ADIPEC - Abu 
Dhabi Petroleum Exhibition, the world’s most influential meeting place where oil, gas and energy 

companies and professionals convene in-person, safely and securely, to engage and identify the 

opportunities that will unlock new value in an evolving energy landscape. ADIPEC brings together 

in Abu Dhabi the oil and gas global industry: 51 exhibiting national and international oil, gas and 

energy companies and 26 exhibiting country pavilions along with over 2,000 exhibiting companies 

will meet across four days of unparalleled business networking to discuss and develop new 

opportunities. ADIPEC will offer the opportunity to gain insights into how the energy industry has 

responded to the challenges of COVID-19, and how it is adapting more broadly in the face of 

accelerated energy transitions, growing global ambitions for sustainable integrated energy value 

chains and net-zero emissions.  

Kiber will be present in ADIPEC’s Digitalisation zone, the dedicated area within Hall 13  

providing a showcase of the latest technology solutions, advancements and breakthrough’s that 

will enable the industry to accelerate the agenda of digital transformation, energy transition and 

decarbonisation. The entire energy industry is moving towards taking full advantage of what new 

technologies have to offer and the latest Kiber 3, the fully integrated AR remote assistance 
wearable system for remote collaboration in field service operations, represents the premium 

choice for enterprises to enable increased productivity and cost reduction.  

Kiber 3 empowers workforce providing “Instant Expertise Everywhere” where there is a need 

to accomplish ambitious tasks in challenging conditions. Kiber 3 is a head mounted display 
integrated with property software for remote collaboration, that allows the consultation and 

sharing of real time informations and interaction between several participants through the use of 

Augmented Reality technology tools. Kiber 3 allows remote workers to rapidly diagnose, inspect, 
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operate and manage assets while supporting field operators. The applications of Kiber 3 in the Oil & 

Gas sector comprise remote inspections and assistance, assisting workforce in maintenance 
operations, emergency interventions and plant installation as well as being a useful solution for 

workforce. 

Kiber 3 all-in-one AR headset is equipped with a wide angle HD camera, a binocular visor, 
4GB storage and an 8 hour battery and offers multiple connectivity formulas in remote locations 

ranging from Wi-Fi, to hot spot, to satellite connection while also being able to operate in stand 
alone mode. Kiber 3 is designed to be compliant with ATEX Zone 1 Certification requirements.  

Kiber 3, thanks to data compression optimization and specialized featured functions - such as 

remote screen and file sharing, HD multiple visualisation and video conferencing - brings the 

know-how of your best experts “on spot” in a simple, safe and effective way. Remote 

communication is possible through a dedicated channel providing secure communication 

between devices and main server. Kiber System also provides a mobile app for IoS/Android. 

 
Federico Gulletta, Chief Executive Officer of Kiber, comments on the company’s 

participation to ADIPEC 2021: “We are delighted about participating as exhibitors in ADIPEC, 

attending this premium event of the Oil & Gas industry gives us the opportunity to present 

Kiber System to the professional visitors in Abu Dhabi.  Kiber 3 is the latest third generation 

of our all-in-one AR solution for remote collaboration, providing real benefits in quality and 

efficiency to companies leveraging new technologies in their businesses” 

 

Visit Kiber in the Digitalisation Zone Hall 13, Stand 13520 

For further information: 

 info@kiber.tech 

 

 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
KIBER is powered by VRMedia, a Deep-Tech company founded in 2002 by a group of Augmented and Virtual Reality 
researchers of the University of Sant’Anna in Pisa (SSSA), Italy. Kiber System is the project VRMedia has developed to 
provide the Industry field with better solutions for remote assistance based on Augmented Reality. www.kiber.tech 
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